While staying on the designated paths, the water tower can be seen as a nice backdrop from behind the M and O Buildings or north of the Library.

Green by the Student Union

Various architectural structures throughout the campus such as the seating area behind the M Building.

---

Green in front of the F Building.

CAC Wall on NE Side of Campus

There are several outdoor areas at SMC to stand and get the Superstitions or natural landscape in the background.

---

The oar cart

Entrance sign to campus with natural landscape in background

Rose bushes by cafeteria, when in full bloom may be a nice area.

---

Outdoor amphitheater area

Outside of A or B building, using window architecture as a background

---

CAC sign in front of the Green. At the right angle the clock tower can be included in the background.

On the green, with buildings, trees or the field as a backdrop

Sitting area between B and C Buildings

---

Note: Each CAC campus has natural landscape areas that could work, depending on what the graduate desires.